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These delightful diorama groups which vividly bring to life various historical incidence, offer the collector a fascinating new departure.

Whilst these figures are primarily designed as set pieces an infinite variety of small vignettes or large dioramas are possible. In the case of *The Retreat from Moscow* and *The Burning of the Eagles* many of the figures may be combined to give even further variety.

All figures are available in easy-to-assemble kit form, complete with painting instructions.

**PLEASE NOTE**

*THE RETREAT FROM MOSCOW*
AC5E (two figure group) - is charged as two figures
AC5Q (dead horse) - is charged as two figures

*THE RETREAT TO CORUNNA*
AC8E (dying drummer) - is charged as two figures
AC8L (cart) - is charged as three figures
New speciality Diorama Figures

'The Green Jackets'
(Napoleonic Wars)

AC1 Rifleman representing either 60th or
AC2 Sergeant 95th Foot
AC3 Officer, 43rd Foot, Monmouthshire Light Infantry

'Wedding of the Year, 1898'

AC4a Photographer, Mr. A. Jones, with camera
AC4b The Groom, Captain Fitzsimmons, Dragoon Guards
AC4c The Bride, Lady Cynthia
AC4d The Bride's Father, Sir Peregrine Proudheart
AC4e The Honourable Cecil and 'Marcus', the dog
"The Retreat from Moscow"

Available unpainted in easy to assemble kits. Complete painting instructions sent with every order.

Please note that figures AC5 A, AC5 H, AC5 N and AC5 O may be used either separately or together to form a stretcher party.

AC5 A 1st (Polish) Lancer of the Garde (with looted cavalry boots, fur jerkin, infantry musket and pouch)
AC5 B Line Fusilier
AC5 C Officer with cased eagle
AC5 D Dragoon (with looted overcoat)
AC5 E Line Fusilier carrying injured Garde Lancer
AC5 F Hussar (blinded)
AC5 G Cuirassier
AC5 H Wounded man on stretcher
AC5 I Wounded man
AC5 J Grenadier/Voltigeur praying
AC5 K Dead infantryman
AC5 L Garde Grenadier, shouting and pointing
AC5 M Cuirassier (with looted fur cap, trousers and blanket)
AC5 N Garde Grenadier, dragging travois
AC5 O Grenadier/Voltigeur
AC5 P Selection of assorted battlefield debris
AC5 Q Dead horse
"The Retreat from Moscow"

A crucial turning point in French military history has been dramatically captured in this highly original diorama

1812
PART 1
One of the most one-sided skirmishes on record, between the Mexican Army and a vastly outnumbered detachment of the Légion Étrangère, is here brought vividly to life in this original diorama.

Available unpainted in easy-to-assemble kits. Painting instructions enclosed with every order. Also a fascinating descriptive history of "Camerone" by well-known author Don Featherstone, will be included with each complete set.
“CAMERONE: DANJOU’S Last Stand”

AC6 A
OFFICER,
taking aim

AC6 B
PRIVATE,
lunging with bayonet

AC6 C
PRIVATE,
advancing

AC6 E
CONSCRIPT,
attacking with lance

AC6 F
CONSCRIPT,
charging

AC6 G
CONSCRIPT,
wounded

AC6 H
CONSCRIPT,
drawing pistol

AC1
OFFICER,
pointing
"THE SPOILS OF WAR"
second in a series of speciality diorama figures

A brief episode in the Peninsular Campaign depicting a group of Napoleon's men carousing with a camp follower, and sporting their victors' spoils.
AC7 A
FRENCH FUSILIER,
examining Royal Horse
Artilleryman's helmet

AC7 B
TROOPER
1st Polish Cheval Léger

AC7 C
FRENCH LINE VOLTIGEUR,
playing cards

AC7 D
GIRL

AC7 E
TRUMPETER,
Line Chasseurs à Cheval, playing violin

AC7 F
FRENCH LINE DRAGOON DANCING,
wearing captured Highland bonnet

AC7 G
LINE GRENADEIR DANCING,
wearing captured kilt.

AC7 I
SELECTION OF LOOTED
ACCOUTREMENTS

Available unpainted in
easy-to-assemble kits.
Full painting instructions
enclosed with every order.
"THE RETREAT TO CORUNNA"

Available unpainted in easy-to-assemble kits. Complete painting instructions enclosed with every order.

AC8 A
SERGEANT WILLIAM NEWMAN,
2nd. Battn. 43rd Regt.

AC8 B
HUSSSAR
trooper firing carbine

AC8 C
PRIVATE 71st.H.L.I.
on guard with bayonet

AC8 D
GUNNER,
Royal Horse Artillery

AC8 E
DRUMMER,
1st. Foot

AC8 F
PRIVATE,
Rifle Brigade
1812 Part II “THE BURNING OF THE EAGLES”

Available unpainted in easy-to-assemble kits. Complete painting instructions sent with every order.

AC9 A  NAPOLEON
AC9 B  MURAT
AC9 C  BESSIERES
AC9 D  GENERAL OFFICER
AC9 E  GENERAL OF CUIRASSIERS
AC9 F  FRENCH A.D.C.
AC9 G  GUARD GRENADIER EAGLE BEARER
AC9 H  FRENCH INFANTRY EAGLE BEARER wearing Cossack hat
AC9 I  BAVARIAN COLOUR BEARER
AC9 J  FRENCH INFANTRY EAGLE BEARER with bandaged head
AC9 K  FRENCH INFANTRY EAGLE BEARER in cocked hat
"The Burning of the Eagles"
RIFLE BRIGADE SEBASTOPOL 1854

AC10 A
LIEUTENANT
HENRY TRYON

AC10 B
COLOUR
SERGEANT HICKS

The gallant Lieutenant Tryon dying in the arms of Colour Sergeant Hicks in the Incident at the Rifle Pits, Sebastopol, Crimea, November 1854.

"PRINSES IRENE" BRIGADE

D1 A
OFFICER

D1 B
No.2 GUNNER

D1 C
GUNNER with machine gun.

A Free Dutch machine-gun group, specially commissioned by Leiden Museum, showing members of the Prinsep Irene Brigade in action towards the end of the second World War.